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Introduction
The evaluation of effective thermal or electrical conductance of heterogenous systems from the conductivities of the individual phases is a commonly occurring problem in science and technology. For suspensions of gas bubbles generated by discharge processes at electrodes, the problem is tractable because the discontinuous phase consists of spherical, nonconducting particles. As early as 1892 Maxwell (1) presented an analytical solution for the effective conductivity of a dilute random, suspension of spherical particles. Rayleigh (2) developed an exact solution for a cubic array of spheres. Using an ingenious approximate treatment by Bruggeman (3), Tobias and co-workers (4, 5) proposed useful approximations for treating concentrated, random suspensions of spheres and applied these results in the evaluation of the effect of gas bubbles on the resi~tance and current distribution in electrolytic gas generators (6) . Hine and co-workers (7) differentiated between a relatively concentrated dispersion of gases near the electrodes and the more dilute suspension in the bulk electrolyte.
These semi-empirical models, however, do notcorisider the effect of bubbles attached to the electrode surface. The effect of this layer of bubbles, present during electrolysis, differs from that of bubbles dispersed in the bulk electrolyte because the environment of a bubble sitting on the surface is asymmetric; the electrode, an equipotential surface, is in contact with a planar array of bubbles, while electrolyte extends to a large distance on the opposite side of this array. -2-. In the following an analytical solution is presented which describes the potential field around a spherical bubble in point contact with a planar equipotential surface when the field far from the sphere is linear. The current distribution on the electrode plane and the incremental resistance caused by a dilute array of bubbles are also evaluated.
Theoretical
We use tangent sphere coordinates to solve Laplace's equation We write the potential as the sum of a disturbance and a linear term: [3] The second term already satisfies Laplace's equation and all boundary conditions except the one on the bubble surface; therefore, \72,j,.
The disturbance must vanish both on the electrode and far away; the potential must be symmetric about an axis passing through the center of the bubble and the contact point; finally, no current passes through the bubble. In tangent sphere coordinates equation [4] and these boundary conditions are:
<1>:1 * 0 = <1>:1 * [6 ] v=O v =0 * ~ =0 * a<l>d 0 = and [7] , we obtain * <Pd [9] Because the domain is infinite, the solution must include all values of q; therefore, [9] passes to an integral. 00
The insulation condition [8] determines A as a function of q.
* Upon differentiating the complete potential <P , evaluating this * expression at V = 1 , and eqUating it to zero, we obtain 
[13]
After inverting the transform with the help of the Erdelyi Tables (10) and rearranging the equations, we obtain -2q dA
C must be zero for the derivative to remain finite at q = 0 . 
DISCUSSION
The electric field appears in Figures 2(a) and (b). The potential is normalized so that equipotentia1s far from the bubble coincide with distance from the electrode (see [3] ). As required by the insulation condition, [8] , the equipotentia1s meet the bubble at right angles;
they approach their undisturbed values far away. One can see from -1 e = 90°cos (b/a) = 17.5° , [18] we conclude that the effect of a sphere on a plane approximates that of a nearly spherical bubble having a contact angle less than 17.5°.
The bubble increases the resistance by deforming the otherwise straight lines of current. We evaluate the effect by integrating the potential disturbance over a plane far from the electrode and parallel 6R is a resistance increment related only to the disturbance caused by the bubbles. Its sum with the cell's resistance in the absence of gas gives the net cell resistail~e.
Bubbles whose contact points are three diameters apart in a planar hexagonal array give a number density .032l/a 2 .. If the bubble diameter is a tenth of the interelectrode gap in a parallel plane cell geometry, [22] predicts a resistance increase of only 1 percent. This means that the resistance caused by a sparse collection of small bubbles is negligible. When closer than three diameters, the bubbles interact ., This report was done with support from the Department of Energy. Any conclusions or opinions expressed in this report represent solely those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of The Regents of the University of California, the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory or the Department of Energy.
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